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In their note, [1] conclude that four species of giraffes exist and that their numbers are declining in Africa.  The decrease in population numbers were thoroughly documented in a report [2], currently under IUCN review, by the IUCN SSC Giraffe and Okapi Specialist Group (GOSG)that recommendinged a changeing in the current Red List Status of Giraffa camelopardalis from “Least Concern” to “Vulnerable”.  The present consensus of one species divided into nine subspecies has previously been questioned (Table 1), and [1] provide yet another viewpoint on giraffe taxonomy.  The fundamental reason for different taxonomic interpretations is that they are based upon different data sets that adopt different statistical techniques and follow different criteria for nomenclature.  
One of the fundamental reasons for different taxonomic interpretations is that they are based upon different data sets that use different statistical techniques and follow different criteria for nomenclature.  For example, [1] claim that “population genetic, phylogenetic, and network analyses of nuclear sequences demonstrate that the giraffe is genetically well structured into four distinct species.”  Thisis conclusion rests upon a definition of their use of the ‘genetic species concept’ that relies solely on neutralthat is based solely upon genestic data, and omitsting ancillary data on morphology, population distribution, ecology, and behavior.  Rather than a fait accompli, as suggested in [1], their taxonomic model should be viewed as one of a number of ways proposed to revise the presently accepted classification of Giraffa camelopardalis.
We highlight the following problems with [1]:
1.  The authors state: “Concordance between maternally inherited mitochondrial and biparentally inherited nuclear markers indicates reproductive isolation for at least four groups.”   However, Fig. 2A (nuDNA) and Fig. 2B (mtDNA) indicate inconsistencies, not concordance, between the two data sets.  Most notably, Fig. 2B shows that South African giraffes are genetically more similar to Masai, than to Angolan, giraffes, yet Fig. 2A combines South African and Angolan giraffes into a single cluster.
2.  The authors state “The phylogenetic analysis of mtDNA from all nine subspecies (Figure 2B) produced a tree that conforms to previous analysis”.  However, Fig. 2B conflicts with previous analysis previous analysis [3].  In [1] the five Thornicroft’s giraffe samples are intermixed into a cluster containing Masai giraffes, while in [3], the 34 Thornicroft’s giraffe samples form a single cluster.  In addition, [3] concludes: “Morphologically, however, there are skull and pelage differences that do separate it [i.e., Thornicroft’s giraffe] from G.c. tippelskirchi.” and that “G. c. thornicrofti is a valid and important evolutionary unit and that no changes in subspecific designation be made” unless “additional genetic markers” suggest otherwise.  However, gGenomic information, when integrated with other biological traits, provides a more solid foundation for protecting biodiversity and developing conservation management plans than does reliance solely upon DNAsampling from across nuclear and mitochondrial genes [4].  Thornicroft’s giraffe is a reproductively isolated population [5] that has been classified as a separate species [Table 1], and should be a candidate for consideration as an evolutionary significantconservation unit [4].  
3.  Figure 3A [1], based upon a STRUCTURE analysis of seven nuclear loci from 105 individuals, reveals that the best cluster is when K = 4 [subgroups], and that “K = 5 or higher shows no further resolution”.  Figure 3 [56], based upon a STRUCTURE analysis of 14 microsatellites obtained from 381 individuals, indicates that at least 6 distinctive subgroups of giraffes are present.  The contention in [1] that [56] is based on faulty statistics while their own “multi-locus coalescent-based analyses on sequence data allow for rigorous statistical testing and did not find support for such a grouping” is an unsatisfactory and unconvincing explanation of the discrepancy.
4.  The authors suggest that pelage patterns are “variable and taxonomically unreliable morphological traits”.  Coat color patterns are linked to specific gene complexes [67] with mutations leading to variation subject to natural selection.  Phenotypic traits regulate mating patterns and sexual selection that establish a foundation for the “recognition species concept” [98].Hence, variation across populations in appearance indicates evolutionary processes.  For example, cComplex color patterns in subspecies of Australian dragon lizards (Agamidae) probably arose from sexual selection [789], and a similar process might contribute to variation in giraffe pelage patterns [5,86,10].  Neutral genetic markers provide only a limited perspective on taxonomy because they reflect genetic drift and gene flow, while excluding phenotypic traits that underlie natural selection and local adaptations that could impact speciation [4,98].  
5.  The authors report admixture among species [Fig. 3A] and write that giraffes “can interbreed in captivity… [but]… the genetic differentiation between the four giraffe groups is strong despite their similar appearance.”  The two clauses are independent, so the authors have not explained why admixture in the wild, and hybridization in captivity, should be ignored in constructing giraffe taxonomy.
6.  The authors claim “The conservation implications are obvious, as giraffe population numbers and habitats across Africa continue to dwindle due to human-induced threats”,.  but wWe find the implications both opaque and troublesome.  Opaque because giraffe numbers are declining in Africa [2] regardless of their taxonomic status. [2] and troublesome because r  Reducing the number of subspecies from nine to seven is likely to jeopardize two of the most threatened giraffe subspecies.  Presently, Rothschild’s giraffe is designated as “Endangered” (http://www.iucnredlist.org/details/174469/0 (​http:​/​​/​www.iucnredlist.org​/​details​/​174469​/​0​)).  Reclassification as Nubian giraffe would require the present designation to be removed.  Based upon population trends, population numbers, and their limited range [95] have proposed that Thornicroft’s giraffe be designated “Vulnerable”, a suggestion that becomes moot if the subspecies, or species, is no longer recognized.
7.  The legend in Table 1 is misleading.  The data are not “from Giraffe Conservation Foundation”, but are appropriated from a preliminary draft of a report compiled by the IUCN SSC Giraffe and Okapi Specialist Group.  The numbers were early estimates and four of them are inaccurate [2].  The statement that Rothschild’s and Thornicroft’s giraffes “are now subsumed under G. c. tippelskirchi [sic] and G. c. camelopardalis [sic], respectively” should be considered suggestions, not facts.contradicts the conclusions in [1].  The subsuming of Rothschild’s giraffe conflicts with their classification as a separate species [Table 1] and is based upon a sample size of nine individuals from Uganda, and none from Kenya [1; Table S1] out of a population containing 1,671 individuals [2], with all samples obtained from a single population in Uganda, and none from populations in Kenya.  The subsuming of Thornicroft’s giraffe conflicts with their classification as a separate species [Table 1] and is based upon a sample size of five individuals [1; Table S1] out of a population estimated at 500-600 [2,95].  Subsuming the two types are suggestions, not facts.
In summary, [1] present a new perspective on giraffe taxonomy that should be considered alongside other suggestions to revise the current consensus, but the conclusions should not be unconditionally accepted.  
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